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Barayin

• Barayin is a Chadic language spoken by about 6,000 people in the 
Guera region of the Republic of Chad.



Introduction
East Chadic

Map from Merritt Ruhlen posted on “Evolution of Human Languages” website, Santa Fe Institute: 
http://ehl.santafe.edu/maps/Afro-Asiatic.gif
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Previous research on Barayin

• Orthography design 

• Lovestrand (2012) MA thesis

• Lovestrand (2018) PhD 

• journal articles

• ELDP grant (2017)
• 17 hours of video

• over 2 hours transcribed

• mostly monologues
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Barayin demonstratives

• Data: 48 transcribed texts interlinearized in FLEx (~28,000 words)

• Manner demonstrative (plus other functions?)

• teyi ‘like this’ (295 instances)

• This presentation is neither comprehensive nor quantitative 

• Qualitative description of salient functions of teyi



Nikitina & Treis (2020)

• The use of manner 
demonstratives in discourse: A 
contrastive study of Wan 
(Mande) and Kambaata 
(Cushitic)

• Kambaata (Cushitic, Afro-Asiatic, 
Ethiopia)

• Wan (Mande, Niger-Congo?, 
Côte d’Ivoire)



“Core” uses of manner demonstratives

• According to Nikitina & Treis (2020)

• Contextually salient manner and represented speech 
• Deictic (referring to a manner in the real world or discourse context)

• Refers to gesture indicating the manner

• Reference to represented speech

• The “just so” implicature
• Gricean implicature in the absence of manner in the context =

• No extraordinary circumstances worth mentioning



Referring to manner in real world
bva077.97: Atié Gamaté shows how he makes a farming tool





Referring to manner in world of the story

bva407.9: 
Doungous Abakar
tells a folktale



Referring to manner in discourse (cataphoric)

bva086: Ousmane 
explains who will 
speak



“Core” uses of Barayin teyi ?

• According to Nikitina & Treis (2020)

• Contextually salient manner and represented speech 
• Deictic (referring to a manner in the real world or discourse context)

• Refers to gesture indicating the manner

• Reference to represented speech

• The “just so” implicature
• Gricean implicature in the absence of manner in the context =

• No extraordinary circumstances worth mentioning





Referring to gesture

bva029: Ramat Boulo talks about hunting squirrels





“Core” uses of Barayin teyi ?

bva029: Ramat Boulo talks about hunting squirrels





“Core” uses of Barayin teyi ?

• According to Nikitina & Treis (2020)

• Contextually salient manner and represented speech 
• Deictic (referring to a manner in the real world or discourse context)

• Refers to gesture indicating the manner

• Reference to represented speech

• The “just so” implicature
• Gricean implicature in the absence of manner in the context =

• No extraordinary circumstances worth mentioning

 adnominal demonstrative gi







“Core” uses of Barayin teyi ?

• According to Nikitina & Treis (2020)

• Contextually salient manner and represented speech 
• Deictic (referring to a manner in the real world or discourse context)

• Refers to gesture indicating the manner

• Reference to represented speech

• The “just so” implicature
• Gricean implicature in the absence of manner in the context =

• No extraordinary circumstances worth mentioning









The “just so” implicature ?



“Core” uses of Barayin teyi ?

• According to Nikitina & Treis (2020)

• Contextually salient manner and represented speech 
• Deictic (referring to a manner in the real world or discourse context)

• Refers to gesture indicating the manner

• Reference to represented speech

• The “just so” implicature
• Gricean implicature in the absence of manner in the context =

• No extraordinary circumstances worth mentioning
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“Extended” uses of manner demonstratives

• According to Nikitina & Treis (2020)

• Kambaata (adverb)
• affirmative (‘[it is] like this’)

• coordinate-like ‘also, too, likewise’ (with focus marker)

• ‘but’ < ‘become-like.this’

• Wan (sentence-final particle)
• Introducing a clause-external constituents (ideophones, displaced numerals, 

displaced adjectives, complex adverbial expressions)



Affirmative response

bva010: 
Conversation 
about harvest





“Extended” uses of manner demonstratives

• According to Nikitina & Treis (2020)

• Kambaata (adverb)
• affirmative (‘[it is] like this’)

• coordinate-like ‘also, too, likewise’ (with focus marker)

• ‘but’ < ‘become-like.this’

• Wan (sentence-final particle)
• Introducing a clause-external constituents (ideophones, displaced numerals, 

displaced adjectives, complex adverbial expressions)

?



‘...and likewise’ / ‘...or so’

bva403:
Soumaïne
Ahmat talks 
about 1985 
famine.



“Extended” uses of manner demonstratives

• According to Nikitina & Treis (2020)

• Kambaata (adverb)
• affirmative (‘[it is] like this’)

• coordinate-like ‘also, too, likewise’ (with focus marker)

• ‘but’ < ‘become-like.this’

• Wan (sentence-final particle)
• Introducing a clause-external constituents (ideophones, displaced numerals, 

displaced adjectives, complex adverbial expressions)

?









Other uses of teyi

• ‘and likewise’ / ‘or so’

• General situation/discourse context (‘so’ / ‘in that case’)

• Specific non-definite (‘such and such’)



General context (‘so’ / ‘in that case’)

bva010: Soumaïne Ahmat and Abakar Adoum talk about this year's harvest.



General context (‘so’ / ‘in that case’)
bva022: Arabi talks about deforestation policy.

[After encouraging people for follow the policy] “The one who goes the right way, the government 
loves you as well. The government loves you as well.”



Specific non-definite noun phrase
bva034: Haroun Saïd
talks about organizing 
parties.



Semantic mapping (Nikitina &Treis 2020)



Indefinite 
specific NPs

General 
context

Adnominal 
demonstrative

‘and likewise’



Conclusions

• Barayin data partially supports N&T proposal that adverbial manner 
demonstratives extend to affirmative and ‘likewise’ meanings (but not 
necessarily as coordination)

• Suggests “represented speech” is not a core function of manner 
demonstratives 

• Illustrates other extended uses of manner demonstratives (general 
context and specific indefinite)



Further research

• Refining semantic/pragmatic analysis

• Quantitative distribution

• Syntactic distribution

• Anaphoric & cataphoric uses

• Prosody?

• Use in dialogue v. monologue

• Relationship to tiya ‘like’ (preposition) and atti (sentence-final 
marker)



Thank you!


